Abstract: The present invention is directed to systems and methods for establishing incident communications networks. In an embodiment, the system includes an incident controller, a communications resource database that stores communications resource information and a marshalling rules module that stores a set of marshalling rules. A marshalling rule identifies how to select the communications resources to be marshalled into the incident communications network based on an incident trigger. Upon receipt of an incident trigger, the incident controller is configured to establish the incident communications network by obtaining a marshalling rule based on the incident trigger. The incident controller marshals communications resources based on the marshalling rule and the communications resources determined to be available. A wide variety of information sources can be used to determine an incident trigger. Information sources can either provide an incident trigger (e.g., a hurricane warning) or provide data to be analyzed to determine an incident trigger.
DYNAMIC ASSET MARSHALLING WITHIN AN INCIDENT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a communications system for use by multiple communications resources during an incident, and more particularly, to an interoperable communications system, referred to as an incident communications network, for coupling separate communications resources to a common network

Background of the Invention

[0002] A plethora of disparate communications resources exist including resources using private wireless communications (e.g., public safety and first responder communications networks), public switched network communications resources, public wireless networks, networks of video surveillance devices, and private security networks and the like. Additionally, millions of consumers and public officials are now equipped with smartphone devices that include multiple communications abilities including both voice and video communications.

[0003] Often these communications resources cannot communicate to one another. For example, private wireless communication networks, such as those used by public safety or commercial users, are typically isolated from one another and often utilize different and incompatible technologies. While interoperability products are available to interconnect such diverse systems, cooperation among the entities involved is often a barrier to full implementation. Thus, prior art first responder communication systems exist wherein control of the resources of each organization coupled to the system is controlled by a central commander or controller. Each organization providing resources to the system must relinquish control of its resources to the central commander. The organization responsible for the operation of its radio system(s) may be unable or unwilling to grant control of its resources either to peer organizations or to a higher-level organization.
U.S. Patent No: 7,643,445, entitled Interoperable Communications System and Method of Use, issued on Jan. 5, 2010, which is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety, describes systems and methods for providing an interoperable communications system including a plurality of otherwise disjunct communications systems that addressed the deficiencies of prior art systems. The '445 patent specifically described a method for establishing an incident communications that enables interoperable communications among communications resources controlled by multiple organizations during an incident involving emergency or pre-planned multi-organization communications wherein a communications resource is controlled by an administrator within an organization. The incident communications network included interoperability workstations (IWSs) controllers to control communications resources and enable a user a means to control and interface with the incident communications network.

It is the general object of the present invention to provide systems and methods that marshal communications resources into an incident communications network based on incident triggers to improve on existing incident communications networks, such as those taught by the '445 patent.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An incident communications network enables interoperable communications among communications resources controlled by multiple organizations or individuals during an incident involving emergency or pre-planned multi-organization communications in which a communications resource is controlled by an administrator within an organization or an individual. The incident communications network includes IWS controllers to control communications resources and enable a user a means to control and interface with the incident communications network.

In the present invention, in an embodiment, a system for establishing incident communications network is provided that includes an incident controller, such as an IWS controller or smartphone controller, a communications resource database coupled to the incident controller that stores communications resources information and a marshalling rules module coupled to the incident controller that stores a set of marshalling rules. A marshalling rule identifies how to select the communications resources to be marshaled into the incident communications network based on an incident trigger.
Upon receipt of an incident trigger, the incident controller is configured to establish the incident communications network by obtaining a marshalling rule based on the determined incident trigger and marshalling communications resources based on the marshalling rule.

A variety of information sources can be used to determine an incident trigger. These information sources include, but are not limited to, traffic reports, transportation reports, police reports, fire reports, missing person reports, security alarms, national weather service alerts, 911 call information, gunshot alerts, video surveillance video streams, video analytics system reports, communications resources alert messages, law enforcement and public safety intelligence reports, damage assessment reports, medical assessment and capacity reports, equipment availability status, public danger alerts, Internet social media feeds, RFID sensors alerts, and geographic location or position reports, hazardous material reports, border or trip sensor reports, environmental monitor reports, mechanical or electromechanical system status reports, human and/or machine based pattern recognition or detection system reports, keyword or concept mined reports derived from other source documents or data, personnel life support systems reports and physiological sensor reports.

In embodiments of the invention, methods for establishing incident communications networks that include marshalling communications resources are also provided.

Additional features and advantages of the invention will be set forth in the description which follows, and in part will be apparent from the description, or may be learned by practice of the invention. The advantages of the invention will be realized and attained by the structure particularly pointed out in the written description and claims hereof as well as the appended drawings.

It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the following detailed description are exemplary and explanatory and are intended to provide further explanation of the invention as claimed.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS/FIGURES**

The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide a further understanding of the invention and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this
specification, illustrate embodiments of the invention and together with the description serve to explain the principles of the invention. In the drawings:

[0014] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an overview of one embodiment of an interoperable communications network in accordance with the present invention.

[0015] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing another embodiment of an interoperable communications network in accordance with the present invention.

[0016] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of an Interoperability Workstation (IWS) controller in accordance with the present invention.

[0017] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a Radio Network Interface Controller (RMC) in accordance with the present invention.

[0018] FIG. 5 is an event flow diagram showing the creation of an incident in accordance with the present invention interoperable communications network.

[0019] FIG. 6 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a graphical user interface (GUI) for use with an IWS of the present invention.

[0020] FIG. 7 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a GUI in accordance with the present invention for use with an IWS controller for contacting various other IWS controllers and networks within the system.

[0021] FIG. 8 is a diagram of a smartphone IWS agent, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0022] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of smartphone IWS agent, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0023] FIG. 10 is a network diagram of a smartphone IWS and a smartphone IWS gateway used within a cellular network, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0024] FIG. 11 is a network diagram of a smartphone IWS and a smartphone IWS gateway used within a WiFi network, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0025] FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a system for establishing an incident communications network, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0026] FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a method for establishing an incident communications network, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0027] FIG. 14 is an example computer system useable to implement embodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
As shown in FIG. 1, the present invention is directed to an interoperable communications system, hereinafter referred to as "Interop System" or an "Incident Communications Network" generally referred to by the reference numeral 10, which provides for communication between a plurality of separate radio networks 12, and/or other types of networks, such as telecommunication networks, video networks and data networks, which are not shown. In the FIG. 1 embodiment, the Interop System 10 includes the separate radio networks 12A, 12B and 12C each coupled to a common network 13 referred to as an Interoperability IP Network or hereinafter as the "Interop Network". Each radio network 12A-12C includes corresponding communication devices 14A-14C respectively, which includes mobile communication devices 14A-14C mounted in various vehicles. Although not shown, hand-held or other types of portable communications devices 14 are also often utilized in the radio networks 12. As described following, users of the communication devices 14A-14C of each radio network 12A-12C respectively can communicate to all other users of each of the radio networks 12A-12C via the Interop Network 13 in accordance with the present invention.

Each of the radio networks 12A-12C also includes typical antennas 16A-16C and base consoles 18A-18C. The radio networks 12A-12C represent typical radio networks utilizing one of various communications channels including Very High Frequency (VHF), and Ultra High Frequency (UHF), among others, which are coupled together forming the Interop System 10 in accordance with the present invention. For example, FIG. 1 includes diagrams of various typical radio networks 12 including a two-channel system 12A, a single channel system 12B, and a trunked system 12C which are each coupled to the Interop Network 13 and together form the Interop System 10 in accordance with the present invention.

Still referring to FIG. 1, the Interop System 10 includes at least one radio network interface controller 20A-20C (herein referred to as "RNIC") coupled to each of the radio networks 12A-12C respectively. Each RNIC 20A-20C is coupled to the corresponding radio network 12 as well as the common Interop Network 13 and a controller 22 identified herein as an Interoperability Work Station (IWS). Each RNIC 20 is operable in response to commands from one or more IWS controllers 22 designated as having control over the particular RNIC 20 for coupling an associated radio network 12 to the Interop Network 13 for the purpose of transmitting and receiving messages to/from each of the...
other radio networks coupled to the Interop Network. The two-channel radio network 12A includes two interfaces RNIC 20A one for coupling each channel of the two-channel radio network to the Interop Network 13. Still referring to the radio network 12A, each of the two RNIC 20A interfaces are coupled to and controlled by a single IWS controller 22. However, in other embodiments of the present invention, other configurations may be utilized including wherein a single RNIC 20 is configured to connect both channels of a two-channel network to the Interop Network 13 or wherein each RNIC 20A is coupled to controllable by individual IWS controllers 22.

[0031] Still referring to FIG. 1, the Interop System 10 includes a router 24 coupled between the Interop Network 13 and the RNICs 20 and IWS controllers 22 for each radio network 12 for routing messages transmitted within the Interop Network 13. Alternatively, in other embodiments of the Interop System 10, other types of data switches or hubs may also be utilized instead of the data router 24.

[0032] In a preferred embodiment, the Interop System 10 transmits messages between the multiple radio networks 12 via IP protocol over the Interop Network 13, however, the scope of the present invention is not limited in this regard as any suitable transmission protocols and corresponding network could be utilized.

[0033] Preferably, the present invention Interop System 10 is configured as overlay architecture connectable to pre-existing radio networks 12A-12C as shown in FIG. 2. Typically, an RNIC 20 and IWS controller 22 is coupled to each existing radio network 12A-12C for connecting each radio network to the common Interop Network 13. In this embodiment, the existing radio networks 12A-12C are usually left in place for normal operation apart from the Interop System 10. Depending on the radio network 12 being coupled to the Interop Network 13, various types of line interfaces 28 are utilized for coupling the RNIC 20 to the particular radio network.

[0034] As shown in FIG. 2, the radio network 12A includes conventional base stations 30 or repeaters connected to base consoles 18A via conventional console electronics 32A. A line interface 28A is provided for coupling the RNIC 20A to the radio network 12A. Depending on the configuration of the radio network 12, the line interface 28 may include various known interfaces such as, local control interfaces (audio, push-to-talk (PTT), receiving indication), DC remote, tone remote, and ear and mouth (E & M) interfaces.

[0035] Alternatively, the RNIC 20C is connected to a trunked radio network 12C via an air interface 40C coupled to mobile radios 42C. In another embodiment, also illustrated in
FIG. 2, the RNIC 20C can be coupled to the radio network 12C via typical console electronics 32C and trunking controller 44C.

Still referring to FIG. 2, the radio network 12B is coupled to the Interop Network 13 via the RNIC 20B coupled in-line in the existing radio network. Thus, the communications devices 14B are provided selective access to the Interop Network 13 via the RNIC 20B pursuant to commands from the IWS controller 22B associated with the radio network 12B or another authorized IWS controller 22.

Referring again to FIG. 2, a network administrator or manager 34 including a network server 36 may be coupled to the Interop Network 13 for carrying out administrative duties related to the Interop Network. Alternatively, in other embodiments of the Interop System 10, configuration of the network can be implemented from endpoints such as the IWS controllers 22 and RNIC 20 servers wherein a network administrative server is not required.

Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 3, each IWS controller 22 is coupled to the Interop Network 13 and the RNIC 20 for controlling the connection between the associated radio network 12 and the Interop Network 13. Thus, the connection between each radio network 12 and the Interop Network 13 is controlled by the IWS controller 22 associated with each radio network via the RNIC 20. This is a key feature of the present invention as control over each radio network 12 and the communication devices 14 associated therewith is maintained by an IWS controller 22 coupled thereto. As set shown in FIG. 3, the IWS controller 22 includes a computer processor identified as incident controller 45 having a user interface 48 including one or more of an audio interface 50 including a speaker and microphone 52 and an I/O interface 54 including a keyboard, mouse, monitor, joystick, etc., collectively, identified by the reference numeral 56. A graphical user interface (GUI) 58 is provided coupled to the I/O interface 54 for providing graphics based outputs to a user of the IWS controller 22 such as the GUI included in FIG. 6.

The IWS controller 22 includes an audio processor 60 coupled to the incident controller 45 and the audio interface 50 for processing audio inputs/outputs transmitted to and from the IWS controller respectively. The audio processor 60 converts data packets received by the IWS controller 22 to audio signals and outputs the same to a user of the IWS controller via the audio interface 50. Similarly, audio signals input to the IWS controller are converted by the audio processor 60 and/or the incident controller 45 and transmitted to the appropriate recipient via a network interface 62 and the Interop
Network 13. In the preferred embodiment, audio signals are transmitted over the Interop Network 13 using standard RTP or SRTP as appropriate for real time transmission of audio messages, however other protocols may be utilized.

[0040] The IWS controller 22 includes an endpoint registry 64 coupled to the incident controller 45 and the network interface 62 for storing address information for all endpoints in the Interop System 10 including all RNIC 20 servers and all IWS controllers 22. Each endpoint in the Interop Network 13 periodically announces its presence to all other endpoints in the Interop Network (the preferred embodiment uses IP multicast to perform this announcement). All other endpoints that receive this announcement add the originating endpoint to their endpoint registry 64. The endpoint registry 64 allows each endpoint to communicate directly with any other endpoint in the Interop Network 13 without the need for an intervening server.

[0041] The IWS controller 22 also includes a configuration database 66 and configuration interface 68 coupled to the incident server and the Interop Network 13. The configuration database 66 is provided for storing configuration data for the IWS controller 22 as well as other IWS controllers 22 and RNIC 20 servers including public key information for each RNIC 20 and IWS controller 22 in the Interop System 10. A preferred embodiment of the Interop System 10 utilizes a public key cryptography method for encrypting messages transferred over the Interop Network 13.

[0042] Each RNIC 20 is configured with a list of IWS controllers 22 that have permission to control the operation of that RNIC which are stored in the configuration database 66 coupled to the RNIC. For security purposes, each RNIC 20 verifies that a received message is from one a trusted IWS controller 22.

[0043] For message authentication, the preferred embodiment of the Interop System 10 uses public-key cryptography as follows: Each endpoint in the system (RNIC 20 or IWS controller 22) is assigned a private key and a public key in accordance with standard key generation techniques. The private key is stored only on the endpoint associated therewith. The public key is distributed to all other endpoints in the network via the configuration interface 68. Messages from an endpoint to other endpoints are encrypted using the originating endpoint’s private key. Messages received by an endpoint are decoded using the originating endpoint’s public key. If this decode process is successful, the message originator and contents are securely authenticated.
The Interop System 10 provides for multiple authorized IWS controllers 22 to control a particular RNIC 20 and thereby control connection between the associated communications devices 14 and the Interop Network 13. Typically, for use during incidences involving multiple municipalities or jurisdictions, or other events, resources including radio networks 12 and the associated communication devices 14 may be shared by multiple organizations including wherein several or all of the organizations may be permitted to exercise control over the shared resources. The Interop System 10 provides for multiple organizations to control shared radio networks 12 by designating each of the IWS controller 22 for each of the multiple organizations as authorized to control the RNIC 20 associated with the shared network. Thus, the RNIC 20 is configured to include all authorized IWS controllers 22 as authorized to provide instructions to the RNIC. Although the commands are sent to the RNIC 20 as session invitations, the RNIC is configured to accept all invitations from authorized IWS controllers 22.

Referring to FIG. 4, the RNIC 20 coupled to each radio network 12 includes an incident controller 45, coupled to an audio processor 60, an endpoint registry 64, a configuration database 66 and a configuration interface 68 as set forth above with respect to the IWS controller 22. The incident controller 45 is coupled to an associated radio network 12 via a radio interface 28 and the Interop Network 13 via a network interface 62.

In operation, the IWS controller 22 creates an incident as set forth in the event flow diagram 70 of FIG. 5 and described following. An operator, User A, via an IWS controller 22 (IWS A) initiates a new incident 72 (FIG. 5, step 73) using the create incident button 74 of the GUI 76. (GUI 76 is illustrated in FIG. 6). The incident controller 45 assigns an IP address that will be used for voice communications for the incident 72 (the preferred embodiment uses an IP multicast address). If User A desires to talk to another IWS controller 22 (IWS B), he uses the GUI 76 via invitation button 77 associated with the incident 72 to select a particular IWS controller 22 to invite to participate in the incident 72 (FIG. 5, step 75). A GUI 100 (FIG. 7) is utilized by an IWS controller 22 for selection of another IWS controller to invite to an incident 72 or peer-to-peer talk group. In the FIG. 7 embodiment, each agency having IWS controllers 22 available on the Interop System 10 is identified on the GUI 100 (i.e., Lowell-102; Chelmsford-104; Billerica-106; Massachusetts State Police-108; FBI-110; University of Massachusetts—112; Keyspan—114.) The user of an IWS controller can select one or
more IWS controllers 22 using the icons 116 identifying each IWS controller available. In this example, selecting the IWS B causes the incident controller 45 to look up and retrieve the address of IWS B in the endpoint registry 64. The incident controller 45 then sends an invitation to the particular IWS controller 22 selected using the Interop Network 13 (FIG. 5, step 77).

The incident controller on IWS B receives the invitation and provides a notification to the User B as to the invitation (FIG. 5, step 79). The User B may then accept or decline the invitation. Per the FIG. 5 example, User B accepts the invitation at step 81. Upon User B acceptance of the invitation, the incident controller 45 (of IWS B) sends an acceptance message to IWS A (FIG. 5, step 83) and the user thereof (User A) is alerted of the acceptance of User B at step 85.

Thereafter, the incident controllers 45 of both IWS A and IWS B direct their respective audio processors 60 to start a bidirectional audio stream as follows: Audio input from the IWS microphone 52 is converted to data packets (the preferred embodiment uses standard RTP or SRTP as appropriate) and is transmitted to the IP address assigned to the incident. This transmission may optionally be enabled by pressing a PTT (Push-To-Talk) button and disabled by the release of this button. Data packets received on the assigned IP address are converted to audio and sent to the IWS speakers 52. Thus, User A and User B are now engaged in a full-duplex voice conversation via their respective IWS controllers 22 (FIG. 5, event 88).

A preferred embodiment of the Interop System 10 uses the standard SIP protocol with message encryption to transmit messages over the Interop Network 13. However, the routing of information/data over the Interop Network 13 can be via any suitable protocol thus, the scope of the Interop System is not limited with respect to a particular data transmission protocol.

Still Referring to FIG. 5, following acceptance of an invitation to allocate its radio network 12 and associated communications devices 14, each IWS controller 22 must issue appropriate commands to the RNIC 20 coupled to the designated radio network to connect the same to the Interop Network 13. Thus, each IWS user (FIG. 5, User A and User B) intends to allocate an RNIC 20 under their control (e.g. RNIC A and RNIC B respectively) to participate in the incident. The operator of each IWS controller 22 then uses a GUI such as the GUI 120, shown in FIG. 7, to select an RNIC 20 (and associated radio network 12) allocated for the incident and for which the IWS controller 22 is
authorized to control (FIG. 5, step 87). For example, the GUI 120 for Lowell (Lowell, Mass.) identifies an RNIC 20 for each of a Police FI-122; Police F2-124; Police TAC-5-126; Fire Primary-128; and Fire TAC-6-130. As indicated in the FIG. 7 example, the Lowell GUI 120 indicates only RNICs 20 for which the IWS controller 22 is authorized to control. Thus, the RNICs associated with other agencies do not appear on the GUI 120 of the IWS controllers 22 associated with the Lowell agencies.

As set forth above, each incident 72 created includes a separate IP address designated for that incident. Thus, if multiple incidents occur simultaneously wherein the same organizations are invited to couple their resources to the Interop Network 13, the audio transmissions are communicated to the radio networks 12 via the separate IP addresses for each incident 72. Accordingly the endpoint group for one incident 72 may include some common resources such as the IWS controllers 22 as well as various different or common RNICs 20 and associated radio networks 12.

As further shown in FIG. 5, the incident controller 45 for each IWS controller 22 then looks up and retrieves the IP address of the RNIC 20 to be coupled to the Interop Network 13 in the endpoint registry 64. The IWS controller 22 and/or incident controller 45 (FIG. 5, IWS A and IWS B) then sends an invitation to the retrieved address of the RNIC 20 using the Interop Network 13. (FIG. 5, step 89). As set forth above, the preferred embodiment uses the standard SIP protocol with message encryption. The incident controller 45 on the designated RNIC 20 receives the invitation and verifies (via the public keys stored in the configuration database 66) that the invitation is from an IWS controller 22 that has permission to control that RNIC. If verified, the RNIC 20 accepts the invitation, which causes the incident controller to send an acceptance message to the inviting IWS controller. (FIG. 5, step 91). The user of the IWS controller is notified of the acceptance by the RNIC 20 at step 93.

To complete the coupling of the allocated radio network 12 to the Interop Network 13, the incident controller 45 on the RNIC 20 directs the audio processor 60 to start a bidirectional audio stream as follows: Audio input from the connected resource (i.e., radio network 12) is converted to data packets (the preferred embodiment uses standard RTP or SRTP as appropriate) and is transmitted to the IP address assigned to the incident 72. This transmission may optionally be gated by either an "audio present" control signal from the resource, or by the audio processor 60 detecting that a sufficient audio signal is present. Data packets received on the assigned IP address are converted to
audio and sent to the connected resource i.e., radio network 12 and thereby the associated communication devices 14). While such audio is being sent, the RNIC 20 will output an "audio present" control signal for use by the radio network 12. Still referring to the FIG. 5 example, all four endpoints (IWS A, IWS B, RNIC A, RNIC B) are thereby engaged in a full-duplex voice conversation which is established by joining the same in an IP multicast group (FIG. 5, event 95). Thus, any audio sent by one of the endpoints is received by all of the other endpoints.

Referring again to FIG. 6, the GUI 70 displays an activity log 82 including displaying a chronological listing 84 of the communications of each communications device 14 coupled to the incident 72. Additionally, a message window 86 on GUI 70 displays text messages conveyed between IWS controllers 22 associated with an incident 72. The message window 86 implements a text-messaging (or instant messaging) capability between the IWS controllers 22 participating in an incident 72. Operators of the IWS controllers 22 enter a message in the bottom window 135 then click the send button 137. The message is then sent to all other IWS controllers 22 which are currently members of the incident 72 and appears in the message window 86 of each of these IWS controllers. As shown in FIG. 6, identification headings as to the source of the messages are appended to the displayed listing 84 and the transcriptions 90 to identify the source of the transmission. This is one example of how the Interop System 10 provides more than just voice interoperability between discrete systems.

Still referring to FIG. 6, the GUI 70 also includes a member listing 92 for each incident 72 that identifies each organization or radio network 12 which have authorized coupling its associated radio network to the Interop Network 13 for the particular incident. Thus, the IWS controller 22 has a visual display showing all organizations and associated radio networks 12 coupled to the Interop Network 13 for each incident.

At any time during or following the completion of an incident 72, an IWS controller 22 via a user thereof may terminate the coupling between an associated radio network 12 for which the IWS controller is authorized to control and the Interop Network 13.

Accordingly, each IWS controller 22 communicates with other IWS controllers and RNIC 20 servers as peer-to-peer nodes in the Interop Network 13. Additionally, each RNIC 20 operates in response to commands from an authorized IWS controller. Incident communications are transmitted to all IWS controllers 22 and RNIC 20 servers coupled to
an incident 72 using peer-to-peer multicast transmissions. Accordingly, each RNIC 20 and associated radio network 12 is coupled to the Interop Network 13 pursuant to commands from an authorized IWS controller 22. Thus, control of each radio network 12 is maintained by an IWS controller 22 associated therewith.

Although, the above-identified embodiment of the invention illustrates a system and method for coupling a plurality of radio networks 12 to the Interop Network 13, the present invention is not limited in this regard as other types of communications systems and networks can also be coupled to an Interop Network 13 in accordance with the present invention. For example, a public address system (e.g., the public address system in a high school or college campus) can be coupled to the Interop Network 13 via an RNIC 20 server and appropriate interface such that agencies such as police or fire organizations can directly operate and communicate over the public address system via the Interop Network 13. Thus, any type of discrete communications system can be coupled to the Interop System in accordance with the present invention via an RNIC 20 and appropriate interface.

Further, it is not required that the RNIC 20 and IWS controller 22 reside on separate servers, thus the Interop system 10 disclosed can be integrated directly into dispatch consoles present in an existing system. Alternatively, the interop system disclosed can be integrated directly into a computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system.

Additionally, the Interop system of the present invention can be used to permit discrete organizations, and the computer networks associated therewith, to be accessible to otherwise disjunct agencies or networks. For example, the present invention Interop System 10 can be utilized to provide police unit field units access to data facilities residing on a database coupled to an otherwise disjunct network, such as a crime database or floor plan of a building. Thus, the disclosed system can be used to selectively grant access to data sources, such as a database.

Another example of resources which are connectable to an Interop System of the present invention are video systems including video cameras, such as surveillance or in-vehicle cameras wherein access to the video data captured thereby is selectively provided to other users of the Interop system.

As set forth above, many other types of communications devices can be coupled to an Interop System in accordance with the present invention wherein selective access to certain resources is provided to other organizations and users thereof coupled to the
system. Access is granted and controlled only by authorized controllers associated with the resources.

[0063] Further, a pre-planned ("storm plan") can be developed to facilitate rapid setup of an incident configuration in accordance with the present invention system. Also, the disclosed system can provide communications among a defined subset of members (such as certain IWS controllers only, permitting dispatchers to "conference" off-the-air with respect to an incident group).

[0064] In a further embodiment, a handheld mobile wireless device, such as a smartphone, can serve as an IWS. FIG. 8 provides a smartphone IWS 800, according to an embodiment of the invention. Smartphone IWS 800 is not limited to smartphones, but includes all types of mobile wireless devices, such as smartphones and other advanced cellular mobile telephones. In FIG. 8, smartphone IWS 800 displays an incident screen, where a user can view and affect the members of an incident, such as member list 830, which includes a number of example members, such as Police UHF-1 member 860. Icon 810 identifies the name of the incident. Buttons 820 provide touch-sensitive buttons that provide a push-to-talk interface (TX), send and receive text messages (messages), provide Intercom functions (INT), and send or transmit video streams (videos). The display also includes an invite 850 button that is used to invite new members to an incident, and add resource button 840 that is used to add additional resources to the incident.

[0065] In addition to the incident screen, there are three primary screens displayed by smartphone IWS 800. These screens include a welcome screen, an incident list screen and an event list screen. The welcome screen is where a configuration and a connection is established to a smartphone IWS gateway, such as smartphone IWS gateway 1010. The incident list screen provides a list of incidents known to the smartphone IWS. The event list screen is where events on incidents not being viewed are accumulated for later action by a user.

[0066] Smartphone IWS 800 includes a Smartphone IWS agent 900, illustrated in FIG. 9, according to an embodiment of the invention that operates within a smartphone or other handheld wireless device. Smartphone IWS agent 900 includes wireless device interface 910, incident communications network interface 920 and mobile IWS controller module 930. Smartphone IWS agent 900 may be implemented in software, hardware, firmware or a combination thereof. Similarly, each of wireless device interface 910, incident
communications network interface 920 and mobile IWS controller module 930 may be implemented in software, hardware, firmware or a combination thereof.

[0067] FIGs. 10 and 11 provide network configurations for use of Smartphone IWS 800 that highlight the use of a smartphone IWS gateway, according to embodiments of the invention. FIG. 10 illustrates the scenario when Smartphone IWS is connected to incident communications network 10 through a cellular network, such as cellular network 1020. In this case, Smartphone IWS 800 establishes a cellular connection to cellular network 1020, which in turn is coupled to Internet 1030. Smartphone IWS 800 is coupled through cellular network 1020 and Internet 1020 to Smartphone IWS Gateway 1010. Smartphone IWS Gateway 1010 is coupled to Interop System 10, representative of an incident communications network. As in the case of smartphone IWS agent 900, smartphone IWS gateway 1010 may be implemented in software, hardware, firmware or a combination thereof.

[0068] The functionality to provide full IWS capabilities and interact with members of an incident communications network, such as Interop System 10 requires significant memory and computing resources. Because memory and computing resources are relatively limited on a smartphone, the IWS functionalities are split between the Smartphone IWS Agent 900 and Smartphone IWS Gateway 1010.

[0069] As will be explained more fully below, Smartphone IWS Gateway 1010 includes the bulk of the functionality to interface with an incident communications network and other members within the incident communications network, while Smartphone IWS agent 900 includes certain functionality to interface with an incident communications network, as well as media presentation modules and incident member management capabilities. Additionally, Smartphone IWS gateway 1010 includes the functionality to receive device capability information, e.g., video, audio, texting capabilities, processor speed, connection bandwidth from a particular smartphone IWS and to adapt the nature of messages and functions requested of the Smartphone IWS. Smartphone IWS gateway 1010 also adapts to the capabilities of the wireless mobile device in that based on the connection speed, processor speed and audio/visual capabilities Smartphone IWS gateway 1010 will push more or less functionality to the wireless mobile device dynamically upon the wireless mobile device connecting to Smartphone IWS gateway 1010.
FIG. 11 illustrates the scenario when Smartphone IWS 800 is connected to Incident Communications Network 10 through a WiFi connection. In this case, Smartphone IWS 800 connects to access point 1120 through a WiFi connection to be connected to private network 1120. Private network 1120 is coupled to Smartphone IWS Gateway 1010. Smartphone IWS 800 is coupled through Private Network 1120 and to Smartphone IWS Gateway 1010. Smartphone IWS Gateway 1010 is coupled to Interop System 10, representative of an incident communications network.

Smartphone IWS 800 creates and manages incidents, including the ability to invite other agencies and add resources. Smartphone IWS 800 participates in incidents using push-to-talk speech on radio and intercom conduits and by sending and receiving text messages. Smartphone IWS 800 allows a user in the field to view a video stream associated with an incident. A user will also be able to stream video using Smartphone IWS 800's camera to the other participants in the incident.

In an embodiment, Smartphone IWS 800 uses the Google Android platform using the T-Mobile (HTC) G1 or similar device. The Smartphone IWS 800 may use other wireless device operating systems and wireless handheld devices. A user may use the speakerphone or headset modes of Smartphone IWS 800 for voice functionality. This allows the user to continue to use the touchscreen for control operations. The Smartphone IWS 800 agent allows for the use of an on-screen keyboard when closed and the physical keyboard when open. The Smartphone IWS 800 agent adapts to changes in screen aspect ratio.

A welcome screen is presented when the Smartphone IWS 800 agent is initially launched, has been disconnected from a smartphone IWS gateway, such as smartphone IWS gateway 1010, or has been disconnected from a smartphone IWS gateway due to a network error or timeout. From the welcome screen, the user may configure access to a gateway, such as smartphone IWS gateway 1010, connect to the gateway, or return to a home screen.

When Smartphone IWS agent 900 receives a configure request from a user, the Smartphone IWS 800 will prompt for configuration information related to a server address and security parameters. In an embodiment, user name and password validation are required. The information is saved in the device's memory for use in future invocations of the program.
A user may choose to operate Smartphone IWS 800 without audio and video sharing. In this case, only incident control and text messaging operations will be available. This option is provided for cases where the mobile data network provides limited bandwidth. In embodiments, the Smartphone IWS agent 900 autodetects limited bandwidth and prompts the user to disable audio and or video sharing to conserve bandwidth.

Smartphone IWS agent 900 prompts a user to select the IP address to be used for initiating sessions from Smartphone IWS 800. This option is necessary as the smartphone may simultaneously be able to use multiple networks, such as a WiFi and a 3G network.

The Smartphone IWS 800 agent also enables selection of "Voice packetization interval" to provide control of the frequency of generation of RTP packets containing the user's speech. Smaller packetization intervals typically provide lower latency and less noticeable dropouts in speech, but at the cost of transmission efficiency and processing overhead. 20ms is the typical value for VoIP applications and in an embodiment represents the default value, if system performance allows.

When a connection request is received from a user, the Smartphone IWS 800 will establish a connection to a gateway, such as smartphone IWS gateway 1010. If the connection process is successful, control passes to the Incident List screen described below. The Incident List screen displays the list of incidents known to the Smartphone IWS 800. If not successful, an error message will be displayed.

The connection to the gateway server, such as smartphone IWS gateway 1010, will occur over a secured or non-secured TCP connection over a 3G wireless or Wi-Fi network. Upon establishing the connection, Smartphone IWS 800 begins a dialog with a Connect message to the gateway server, such as smartphone IWS gateway 1010. The network manager server answers with an authentication challenge using a Challenge message. This message contains a text string. Smartphone IWS 800 responds to the challenge with a ChallengeResponse message containing the MD5 hash of a predefined string unique to the user. Alternatively, other types of encryption can be used. If the server accepted the ChallengeResponse, it will transmit a RegisteredExtApp message. Otherwise, it will transmit a new challenge. After a set number of failed challenge exchanges, the network manager server will terminate the socket connection.
[0080] The RegisteredExtApp message contains important data for Smartphone IWS 800. It contains the URI and name used by the Smartphone IWS 800 on the incident communications network. This system name will appear as a title bar in the incident list window.

[0081] Smartphone IWS 800 uses conduits within incidents to the global level for the connection between the Smartphone IWS 800 agent and the gateway, such as smartphone IWS gateway 1010 to support the audio and video paths, and other needs.

[0082] Upon connection, the gateway server will use configuration and connection information to determine the appropriate implementation of conduits. For each such conduit, the server will send a message to create the conduit. The Smartphone IWS 800 creates and maintains the described global conduits for the remainder of the connected session.

[0083] An audio conduit named "audio" is used, for example. The smartphone IWS gateway provides either a SIP URI for negotiation of a 2-way voice-over-IP connection or a standard telephone number to be called. For the VoIP case, it is preferable to use TCP for the connection to the SIP server due to the complexities of directing UDP packets through NAT servers and firewalls.

[0084] A video conduit named "video" may also be created. Since smartphone IWS 800 (and its network connection) may only be capable of a single video stream, this conduit will be negotiated to support all incidents. As with the audio conduit, the gateway server will provide a SIP URI. Through the session initialization the video capabilities - codec (H.264), bit rate, frame rate, and image size - will be negotiated.

[0085] Smartphone IWS 800 is now connected to the gateway server, such as smartphone IWS gateway 1010. It has no information about any incidents or endpoints currently managed by an interop system, such as interop system 10. Incident and endpoint information is received asynchronously and continuously from smartphone IWS gateway 1010 within an incident communications network.

[0086] After the connection between Smartphone IWS 800 and the gateway server is established, a request to join an incident can arrive at any time while viewing any screen. These requests are urgent and will trigger a modal dialog box over the current display. A ringing sound is played to alert the user to the incoming invitation.
The invitation is indicated by the transmission of a message by the gateway server to Smartphone IWS 800. The user’s selection triggers the transmission of an accept or reject message to the gateway server.

No user action is required to listen to the radio and intercom conduits of any incident in which Smartphone IWS 800 is a participant. The smartphone IWS gateway 1010 presents an RTP stream to Smartphone IWS 800 per the specification of the global audio conduit. The Smartphone IWS 800 simply outputs this stream to the speakerphone or headset.

The Incident List screen is a critical component of the Smartphone IWS 800. The Incident List screen shows two classes of incidents: (1) those in which the Smartphone IWS 800 is a member, and (2) those in which it is not. In an embodiment, incidents are presented in a specific order. Incidents in which the Smartphone IWS 800 is a member are shown alphabetically. Incidents in which Smartphone IWS 800 is not a member are then shown alphabetically.

From the Incident List screen the user can choose an incident to view. Pointing to select any incident directs the application to the Incident screen for that incident. When the user requests to add an incident, the Smartphone IWS 800 agent provides an interface to create a new incident. At the Incident List screen the user can create and manage lists of favorite endpoints to simplify the process of inviting new endpoints to an incident. The user can terminate the Smartphone IWS 800 connection by simply hitting a disconnect icon.

A user can create a new incident by using the Smartphone IWS 800. The user is presented a modal dialog box containing a text area to enter the incident name, a checkbox to enable this incident for secured communication. When creating a new incident, Smartphone IWS 800 sends a message to smartphone IWS gateway 1010, and control returns to the Incident List screen. Smartphone IWS gateway 1010 will respond asynchronously, acknowledging the creation of the incident, its conduits, and its current list of members.

In a real deployment, an gateway server may have access to dozens of agencies with hundreds of endpoints and workstations. Typically, most users will use a relatively small number of those options in their typical patterns. To address that need, the Smartphone IWS agent 900 provides an interface to create and delete lists of endpoints and to add and remove endpoints from each list.
Each list will be maintained in non-volatile memory so it remains available for future invocations of the Smartphone IWS agent 900. While the user can only add endpoints that are currently known to the agent through the receipt of messages, the list may include the names of endpoints that are not currently available.

The Smartphone IWS 800 receives streamed audio from all member incidents regardless of the displayed screen. If the user is viewing the incident list, the Smartphone IWS 800 will correlate an incoming conduit status message to the incident responsible for the audio stream. While the incident participant cannot be displayed at this level, the Smartphone IWS 800 can show which incident is providing the speech.

The Incident screen, as depicted in FIG. 8, allows the Smartphone IWS 800 to participate fully in any incident. Through this interface the user can participate in the incident using push-to-talk voice and text messages, manage resources within the incident, invite other agencies to participate, watch video streamed from another endpoint, and stream video to the incident.

The user may view any incident, but only in an incident in which he is a member does he have full capability. In a non-member incident, the user can only invite himself (if the incident is not secured) or move/remove controllable endpoints.

Within the Incident screen there is a member list view and a message view. In the member list view the user can see and control the participants in an incident. In the message view, the user can send and receive text messages to other IWS participants in the incident through the incident's control channels. The user toggles between these modes.

The user participates in an incident by pressing and holding the TX or Intercom button on the incident display. The TX button corresponds to the incident's radio conduit. The Intercom button corresponds to the incident's intercom conduit. When requested by a user, the Smartphone IWS 800 sends a conduit status message for the appropriate incident and conduit to smartphone IWS gateway 1010 indicating that the transmit function is on. When the function is released, a conduit message to turn off the feature is sent. While the transmit function for the conduit is enabled, the smartphone IWS gateway 1010 propagates the RTP stream generated by the Smartphone IWS 800 to the other participants in the incident.

The Smartphone IWS agent 900 uses the RTP streaming capabilities of the platform to generate a voice stream to smartphone IWS gateway 1010 at all times. Voice
activity detection may be enabled on the Smartphone IWS 800 to save bandwidth. However, a gateway server will not deliver this voice stream to any conduit unless transmission has been activated.

[00100] When the incoming speech path can be correlated to the currently viewed incident, the identity of the speaker and the conduit on which he is speaking will be indicated. For example, an indication can be provided by changing the background color of the transmitting member displayed on a screen of the wireless mobile device.

[00101] Pressing an Invite button on the Incident screen opens an overlay window. In this overlay window, the user can still use the push-to-talk functions, but the list of incident members is replaced with a list of resources that may be invited to the incident.

[00102] Assuming that the user confirms each of the invitations, Smartphone IWS 800 will send an invite message for each endpoint. If the incident is a secured incident, any participant added to the incident must be capable of secured communication. Any selection of unsecured participants will result in no action. The secured status of participants can be shown with a lock icon on the participant's label. Unsecured endpoints should remain in the list because the user is more likely to believe that a missing endpoint is down, not improperly configured.

[00103] Inviting each participant to an incident results in transmission of an invite message by the Smartphone IWS 800. Once the invitation is accepted or declined, additional messages will update Smartphone IWS 800's model of members and status.

[00104] Adding a telephone network interface as an incident member requires the user to specify a phone number to call. The Smartphone IWS 800 presents a prompt for this information. This prompt integrates with the device's address book to allow selection by name. Either a telephone number or a SIP URI must be accepted as input in this case.

[00105] Adding a multichannel NIC, such as a radio interface, requires additional messaging. The message sequence occurs after an invite message is sent by Smartphone IWS 800. Smartphone IWS gateway 1010 reports the available channels to Smartphone IWS 800. The Smartphone IWS 800 will prompt the user for a selection and transmit a corresponding message.

[00106] Additionally, in an embodiment of the invention pre-established lists of potential members are created and stored within Smartphone IWS 800. Smartphone IWS gateway 1010 or other network device within an incident communications network. The lists may be created based on the type of incident. For example, a fire incident may include a
certain list of potential members, while a traffic accident incident may include a different list of potential members. The lists may further be organized based on geographical proximity of members, device capabilities of members, skills of members, etc.

[00107] When a certain type of incident arises, for example a fire incident, Smartphone IWS 800 automatically sends invites to all potential members in the fire incident list. Additionally, or in the alternative an email, SMS, cellular telephone call can be automatically generated to alert the potential members of an incident requiring their support. In an electronic transmission, such as an SMS or email message, in an embodiment, the message may include a hypertext link that when clicked by the potential member automatically begins the connection process to the incident communications network.

[00108] In an alternative embodiment, in which only an invite is initially sent if a potential member does not accept the invitation, an alternative message or multiple messages can be sent to the potential member via SMS, email or telephone alerting the member to the incident. In an embodiment, whether an alternate messages is sent and the number of retries that occur is a function of the priority of the incident and/or relative importance of the potential member.

[00109] An endpoint that has the "video" capability can stream video to the participants in an incident. When expanded, these endpoints will include a button to "Play" the video stream. After a sequence of steps described below, the Smartphone IWS 800 will receive a stream containing RTP-encapsulated video and display it to the user. Upon a user's request to stop the video, a further sequence of messages stops the streaming. If the endpoint is removed from the incident (or the Smartphone IWS 800 leaves the incident), the RTP stream opened for this video stream is closed.

[00110] In an embodiment, while viewing video the push-to-talk functionality remains active. When an endpoint with video capability is added to the incident, the gateway server sends a message to create a conduit for video streaming to the Smartphone IWS 800. If the Smartphone IWS 800 has negotiated a global video conduit, it may proceed to enable reception of this video stream. To enable video transfer, Smartphone IWS 800 transmits a message for this conduit that initiates video transmissions. After some processing delay, smartphone IWS gateway 1010 will send the video stream over the negotiated RTP stream.

[00111] If Smartphone IWS 800 is determined to have video transmission capability, the global video conduit can also be used to transmit video to the incident. When expanded,
the Smartphone IWS 800's incident member will include a button to "Stream" video to the incident. Upon pressing this button, a sequence of messages enables the Smartphone IWS 800 to capture live video and transmit it through the RTP stream. The user may stop this transmission at any time. In an embodiment, while streaming video the push-to-talk functionality remains active.

00112] The video streaming and management capabilities within Smartphone IWS agent 900 provide significant enhancements for monitoring and managing incidents. Namely, the ability of Smartphone IWS agent 900 to support simultaneous video streaming with voice collaboration aids in the management of incidents. Additionally, the peer-to-peer sharing of video with no centralized server provides significant flexibility. Smartphone IWS agent 900 and more specifically mobile interoperability workstation controller 930 enables video streaming to be annotated with location information gathered from GPS information when available through a smartphone, and with time information. Additionally, video streams can be preserved either on a smartphone IWS, smartphone gateway or other network database coupled with an incident communications network. The video streams may include tags that link specific times within the video stream to message logs, event logs, members participating at the time of the video stream and other factors.

00113] Additionally, in an embodiment a smartphone gateway, smartphone IWS, or other device within an incident communications network can direct smartphone IWSs and other mobile and fixed video capture devices to redirect the video capture device's field of view based on the location information provided with individual video streams or other factors to gain an improved visual perspective on an incident or event. Moreover, when an incident is occurring a smartphone IWS or other IWS can send an invite message to other video enabled devices to join the incident to provide further perspectives or views. In an embodiment, a list of potential members with video capabilities and their location is maintained either within a smartphone IWS or a smartphone IWS gateway, such that at any given time a smartphone IWS, or other IWS can assess what members should be invited to assist with an incident based on their location and capabilities.

00114] As alluded to above, Smartphone IWS agent 900 maintains a log of the recent events that have occurred for each incident. These events include, but are not limited to, the incident's definition, addition or removal of members and conduits, start and end of
voice transmission, and sending and receiving of text messages. Any of these events can be indexed with a video or audio stream.

[00115] Text messages and conduit flow status may be received for incidents at any time. Since the user may be busy in an incident of his selection, a discreet and non-interrupting means of indicating outstanding incident status flows is provided. In an embodiment, on the Android platform, an icon on the event bar provides this discreet notification. The user can drag down on the icon to show the Android notifications window.

[00116] Each Smartphone IWS 800 event will appear on this list. One event will appear for each incident and for each type of event - message received, audio received on radio conduit, and audio received on intercom conduit. Because the newest event will appear at the top of the list, a new event refreshes a previously received event and would move it to the top of the list.

[00117] Smartphone IWS 800 employs an adapted XML protocol for connection of Smartphone IWS 800 to smartphone IWS gateway 1010. The protocol is based on XML instead of a minimally formatted text. Although XML requires additional parsing, the richness of the XML schema defined allows more flexibility in the exchange of data and ability to enable the new features.

[00118] The protocol is based on a modified XML format tailored to the unique needs of an incident communications network environment. The form of the message are:

[00119] <Message [version="1.0"]>

100120

[00121] <MessageType>

100122

[00122] <MessageParameter1>param-value1</MessageParameter1>

100123

[00123] <MessageParameter2>param-value2</MessageParameter2>

100124

[00124] ...

100125

[00125] </MessageType>

100126

[00126] </Message>

100127

[00127] The optional version attribute in the opening block of the message is provided to future-proof both the server and agent in the event of protocol changes.

[00128] For efficiency, a header is used to delineate XML messages. Messages will be written to the socket as:

[00129] MLAPI/1.0

100130

[00130] Content-Length: 146

100131

[00131] <Message>
The content length begins with the first character after the 2 CR-LF (ASCII OxOD-OxA) sequences after the Content-Length field. During parsing CR-LF will be mapped to LF, and any CR without LF will be mapped to LF. Any CR-LF or LF is strictly optional and simply for the ease of debugging. The content-length header must properly account for all bytes of the message. The XML receiver includes the ability to recover from a loss of synchronization.

The protocol supports a transition from uniform resource identifier (URI) to globally-unique identifier (GUID) for endpoint and other objects. The GUID is more efficient for parsing and searching operations.

In a further embodiment, a system for establishing an incident communications network that enables interoperable communications among communications resources controlled by multiple parties during an incident involving emergency or pre-planned multi-party communications is provided that includes a marshalling rules module coupled to the incident controller that stores a set of rules, such that each rule identifies how to select the communications resources to be marshaled into an incident communications network based on an incident trigger. FIG. 12 provides a block diagram of an incident communications network system 1200, according to an embodiment of the invention.

Incident communications network system 1200 includes incident controller 1210, resource database 1220, resource tracking module 1230, marshalling rules module 1240, marshalling heuristic analysis module 1250, graphical user interface 1260 and incident detection module 1270. Additionally, incident communications network system 1200 includes a variety of network interfaces, including Ethernet interface 1280, network interface A 1282 and network interface B 1284. Network interface A 1282 and network interface B 1284 support either wireless or wireline network interfaces and a variety of networking protocols.

Incident controller 1210 includes the capabilities discussed above with respect to controller 22, and other capabilities enabling it to communicate and control resource database 1220, resource tracking module 1230, marshalling rules module 1240,
marshalling heuristic analysis module 1250, graphical user interface 1260 and incident
detection module 1270. Upon receipt of an incident trigger, incident controller 1210 is
configured to establish an incident communications network. Incident controller 1210
obtains a marshalling rule from marshalling rules module 1240 based on the received
information and the determined incident trigger. Incident controller 1219 then marshals
communications resources based on the marshalling rule accessed from marshalling rules
module 1240 and the communications resources determined to be available within
communications resource database 1220. Communications resources are marshaled
inviting the identified communications resources to participate in the incident
communications network.

[00141] Communications resource database 1220 is coupled to incident controller 1210
and stores communications resources information. Communications resources
information includes for each communications resources any combination of a unique
resource identifier, a unique combination of identifiers, a resource type, an organization, a
jurisdiction, an administrator, a geographic location indicator, a time-proximity indicator,
a status and alternative means to communicate with the communications resource or
administrator controlling the communications resource.

[00142] A unique resource identifier may be any type of descriptor that uniquely identifies
a resource. The resource type identifies the type of device, e.g., video camera, cellular
phone, smartphone and specifies the communications characteristics of the resource (e.g.,
screen size, communications protocol, bandwidth, etc.) The organization identifies the
type of organization that the resource is associated with, such as, for example, police, fire,
private security company and the like. The jurisdiction identifies the jurisdiction
associated with the device, such as, for example, District of Columbia, Fairfax county,
Montgomery county, etc. The time-proximity indicator indicates the time needed for a
communications resource to be located to the area in the proximity of the incident
detected. The administrator identifies an individual or device responsible for
administering the communications resource. The status identifies whether the
communications resource is available. The alternative means of communicating with a
communications resource includes, for example, a telephone number for an administrator
that serves as the second contact means, where the first contact means may be an email
address or IP address.
[00143] Resource tracking module 1230 is coupled to communications resource database 1220 and tracks the availability of communications resources. Resource tracking module 1230 transmits requests to communications resources to confirm availability of communications resources. In an embodiment, the frequency of requests is based on the relative importance of the communications resources. In another embodiment, resource tracking module 1220 receives status messages from communications resources that provide an availability of the communications resource. Resource tracking module 1230 also is configured to generate alerts when a specified communications resource is unavailable.

[00144] Marshalling rules module 1240 is coupled to incident controller 1210 and stores a set of marshalling rules. A marshalling rule identifies how to select the communications resources to be marshaled into an incident communications network based on an incident trigger. The marshalling rules can consider a variety of factors to determine whether to marshal a communications resource into an incident communications network. For example, a rule within the set of marshalling rules includes the geographical proximity and/or time proximity to the incident in which communications resources should be marshaled. Another rule with the set of marshalling rules includes an importance of a communications resource to be marshaled into the incident communications network. As another example of a rule, a rule specifies whether communications resources should be marshaled into or removed from the incident communications network as incident conditions evolve. Marshalling rules are developed as a function of the type of incident trigger.

[00145] For example, if an incident trigger includes a gunshot determined to have originated from college campus, the marshalling rule may include inviting county police, campus police, emergency medical personnel and video cameras on the campus near the location of the gunshot into the incident communications network.

[00146] In alternative embodiments, marshalling rules module 1240 includes one or more algorithms that dynamically generate the communications resources that should be marshaled into the incident communications network based upon incident conditions, available communications resources, and historical pattern analysis that examine previous incident conditions that are similar to the present conditions to evaluate what resources would be most useful to invite into the incident communications network. The historical
pattern analysis looks at activity levels and past performance of communications resources to assist in making decisions on what resources to invite.

In embodiments, two or more administrators may review marshalling rules via a graphical user interface, such as graphical user interface 1260. Graphical user interface 1260 is configured to display rules and enable real time modification based on inputs from one or more administrator. The rules may be adjust to configure resources for auto-inclusion or request for inclusion, or the right to allow other party's to take control of or share control of a communications resource. Within marshalling rules, the rules identify who will control the communications resources, among the other rules characteristics.

Incident controller 1210 marshals communications resources based on marshalling rules, but also based on the availability of resources as tracked by resource tracking module 1230. Incident control 1210 marshals communications resources in order of priority and/or availability as specified in marshalling rules, in substitution of an initially specified communications resource or other substitute communications resources when a substitute communications resource is unavailable based on tracking information from resource tracking module 1230.

Rules within marshalling rules module 1240 also can include a multivariate set of marshalling rules, such that communications resources may be marshaled based upon an identify, geographic proximity or other logical relation of communications resources to other available communications resources marshaled into the incident communications network. For example, a multivariate set of marshalling rules includes, for example, marshalling video resources in proximity to a location of a chemical, biological, radiological or nuclear sensor generating alert.

Marshalling heuristic analysis module 1250 is coupled to marshalling rules module 1250 and incident controller 1210. Marshalling heuristic analysis module 1250 monitors incident communications network interactions to heuristically improve marshalling rules. Marshalling heuristic analysis module 1250 is configured to enable parties that participated in the incident communications network to rate the value of the communications resources within the incident communications network. Additionally, marshalling heuristic analysis module 1250 generates an activity, rating and/or performance metrics for each communications resource involved in the incident.
communications network. In an embodiment, marshalling heuristic analysis module 1250 modifies one or more marshalling rules based on the activity and performance metrics. 

[00151] Alternatively rules within marshalling rules module 1240 can factor in a value rating of a communications resources based on past activities recorded by marshalling heuristic analysis module 1250 that are used to determine whether to marshal a communications resources into an incident communications network.

[00152] Graphical user interface 1260 is coupled to the incident controller. Graphical user interface 1260 is configured to display an incident geographical map around the location of an incident that identifies the location and availability of communications resources.

[00153] In an embodiment, upon receiving a request for information about a communications resource displayed on the incident geographical map, graphical user interface 1260 is configured to display details regarding the communications resources. Additionally, in embodiments an incident geographical map displays communications resources, which are not part of the incident communications network, and organizes the communications resources into groupings based on common characteristics. The common characteristics include, for example, type, organization, location, and/or jurisdiction. In embodiments, incident controller 1210 invites or removes communications resources from the incident communications network based on inputs received through graphical user interface 1260. That is, a user may select an icon on the display to be removed or added to an incident communications network. In response to such an input received by graphical user interface 1260, incident controller 1210 takes an appropriate action to add or remove a communications resource.

[00154] Incident detection module 1270 is coupled to incident controller 1210 and is configured to receive and analyze information sources to determine incident triggers. Information sources include traffic reports, transportation reports (e.g., intelligent highway information reports, such as vehicle speed and/or highway closures), police reports, fire reports, missing person reports, security alarms, national weather service alerts, 911 call information, gunshot alerts, video surveillance video streams, video analytics system reports (e.g., advanced video systems to determine suspicious events using, for example, facial recognition), communications resources alert messages, law enforcement and public safety intelligence reports (e.g., intelligence reports generated by fusion centers or homeland security centers), damage assessment reports (e.g., in the event of a hurricane, a government agency may generate reports that can be used to
deploy the appropriate resources, medical assessment and capacity reports, equipment availability status, public danger alerts, Internet social media feeds, RFID sensors alerts, geographic location or position reports (e.g., tracking the location of the geographic position of a set of trucks to determine positioning capabilities), hazardous material reports, border or trip sensor reports, environmental monitor reports, mechanical or electromechanical system status reports, human and/or machine based pattern recognition or detection system reports, keyword or concept mined reports derived from other source documents or data, personnel life support systems reports and physiological sensor reports.

[00155] FIG. 13 provides a method 1300 for establishing an incident communications network by determining an incident trigger and marshalling communications resources based on the incident trigger, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[00156] Method 1300 begins in step 1310. In step 1310, information from an information source is received. For example, information is received by incident detection module 1270. Information sources include, but are not limited to, traffic reports, transportation reports (e.g., intelligent highway information reports, such as vehicle speed and/or highway closures), police reports, fire reports, missing person reports, security alarms, national weather service alerts, 911 call information, gunshot alerts, video surveillance video streams, video analytics system reports (e.g., advanced video systems to determine suspicious events using, for example, facial recognition), communications resources alert messages, law enforcement and public safety intelligence reports (e.g., intelligence reports generated by fusion centers or homeland security centers), damage assessment reports (e.g., in the event of a hurricane, a government agency may generate reports that can be used to deploy the appropriate resources), medical assessment and capacity reports, equipment availability status, public danger alerts, Internet social media feeds, RFID sensors alerts, geographic location or position reports (e.g., tracking the location of the geographic position of a set of trucks to determine positioning capabilities), hazardous material reports, border or trip sensor reports, environmental monitor reports, mechanical or electromechanical system status reports, human and/or machine based pattern recognition or detection system reports, keyword or concept mined reports derived from other source documents or data, personnel life support systems reports and physiological sensor reports.
[00157] In step 1320 an incident trigger is determined. The information received in step 1320 is analyzed to determine whether an incident exists. Information may include information that specifies a type of event (e.g., an alert of a natural disaster or terrorist event) or information that must be analyzed to determine whether an incident exists (e.g., keyword or concepts mined reports derived from source documents that may determine an event or incident is likely to happen).

[00158] In step 1330 communications resources to be marshalled into the incident communications network based on the incident trigger are determined. The communications resources to be invited to participate in the incident communications network are determined based on the application of one or more marshalling rules that are stored, for example, in marshalling rules module 1240. The rule or rules to be applied are based on the determined incident trigger. In an embodiment, communications resources are registered within a communications resources database, such as communications resource database 1220.

[00159] In step 1340, an incident communications network among the communications resources to be marshaled into the incident communications network is established. As discussed above in detail, establishing the incident communications network includes establishing an incident identifier associated with the incident. An electronic message is then transmitted or another means may be used to invite one or more individuals, one or more communications resource, and one or more administrators to be electronically coupled to the incident communications network.

[00160] An incident communications network is established among individuals, communications resources and administrators that accept the invitation to be electronically coupled to the incident communications network. Communication rights are granted to communications resources, such that the rights granted for a communications resource are determined by an administrator, individual that controls the communications resource or by communications rights stored in a database. In embodiments, an individual or administrator retains control of communications resources that were under their control prior to the start of the incident.

[00161] Each communications resource is invited to join the incident communications network based on the marshalling rule or rules associated with the particular incident trigger. If the primary communications means for inviting a resource is unavailable, then the resource will be notified using an alternative communications means.
Upon determining an incident trigger and establishing an incident communications network, a geographical display of communications resources within a specified geographical area around the incident is displayed. For example, graphical user interface 1260 displays a graphical display around the perimeter of the incident that identifies communications resources. The display identifies whether each of the communications resources will be marshaled into the incident communications network and includes a type, organization, status and other information related to each communications resource.

In embodiments, once an incident communications network is established privilege defaults are assigned to communications resource that control access to communications resources within the incident communications network. Additionally, communications resources are monitored to determine communication resources status and location throughout an incident, including receiving status and location information from mobile communications resources.

In other embodiments that include communications resources or administrators having different security level clearances, sessions are created within the incident communications network based upon the classification status of the information source and the security classification of the administrators and communications resources. In such a scenario, the security level of each communications resource and administrator is displayed on a graphical user interface, such as graphical user interface 1260. Additionally, communications to administrators or communications resources is controlled based on security level.

In an embodiment, communications resource activity is tracked during an incident. Additionally, communications resources contributions to the incident communications network are rated and one or more rules to determine communications resources that should be marshaled into future incident communications networks may be modified based on the ratings.

In step 350 method 300 ends.

COMPUTER SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Various aspects of the invention can be implemented by software, firmware, hardware, or a combination thereof. FIG. 14 illustrates an example computer system
1400 in which the present invention, or portions thereof, can be implemented as computer-readable code. After reading this description, it will become apparent to a person skilled in the relevant art how to implement the invention using other computer systems and/or computer architectures.

[00168] Computer 1400 includes one or more processors (also called central processing units, or CPUs), such as processor 1410. Processor 1410 is connected to communication bus 1420. Computer 1400 also includes a main or primary memory 1430, preferably random access memory (RAM). Primary memory 1430 has stored therein control logic (computer software), and data.

[00169] Computer 1400 may also include one or more secondary storage devices 1440. Secondary storage devices 1440 include, for example, hard disk drive 1450 and/or removable storage device or drive 1460. Removable storage drive 1460 represents a floppy disk drive, a magnetic tape drive, a compact disk drive, an optical storage device, tape backup, ZIP drive, JAZZ drive, etc.

[00170] Removable storage drive 1460 interacts with removable storage unit 1470. As will be appreciated, removable storage unit 1460 includes a computer usable or readable storage medium having stored therein computer software (control logic) and/or data. Removable storage drive 1460 reads from and/or writes to the removable storage unit 1470 in a well known manner.

[00171] Removable storage unit 1470, also called a program storage device or a computer program product, represents a floppy disk, magnetic tape, compact disk, optical storage disk, ZIP disk, JAZZ disk/tape, or any other computer data storage device. Program storage devices or computer program products also include any device in which computer programs can be stored, such as hard drives, ROM or memory cards, etc.

[00172] In an embodiment, the present invention is directed to computer program products or program storage devices having software that enables computer 1400, or multiple computer 1400s to perform any combination of the functions described herein.

[00173] Computer programs (also called computer control logic) are stored in main memory 1430 and/or the secondary storage devices 1440. Such computer programs, when executed, direct computer 1400 to perform the functions of the present invention as discussed herein. In particular, the computer programs, when executed, enable processor 1410 to perform the functions of the present invention. Accordingly, such computer programs represent controllers of the computer 1400.
Computer 1400 also includes input/output/display devices 1480, such as monitors, keyboards, pointing devices, etc.

Computer 1400 further includes a communication or network interface 1490. Network interface 1490 enables computer 1400 to communicate with remote devices. For example, network interface 1490 allows computer 1400 to communicate over communication networks, such as LANs, WANs, the Internet, etc. Network interface 1490 may interface with remote sites or networks via wired or wireless connections. Computer 1400 receives data and/or computer programs via network interface 1490.

Conclusion

The invention can work with software, hardware, and operating system implementations other than those described herein. Any software, hardware, and operating system implementations suitable for performing the functions described herein can be used.

The present invention has been described above with the aid of functional building blocks illustrating the implementation of specified functions and relationships thereof. The boundaries of these functional building blocks have been arbitrarily defined herein for the convenience of the description. Alternate boundaries can be defined so long as the specified functions and relationships thereof are appropriately performed.

The foregoing description of the specific embodiments will so fully reveal the general nature of the invention that others can, by applying knowledge within the skill of the art, readily modify and/or adapt for various applications such specific embodiments, without undue experimentation, without departing from the general concept of the present invention. Therefore, such adaptations and modifications are intended to be within the meaning and range of equivalents of the disclosed embodiments, based on the teaching and guidance presented herein. It is to be understood that the phraseology or terminology herein is for the purpose of description and not of limitation, such that the terminology or phraseology of the present specification is to be interpreted by the skilled artisan in light of the teachings and guidance.

Exemplary embodiments of the present invention have been presented. The invention is not limited to these examples. These examples are presented herein for purposes of illustration, and not limitation. Alternatives (including equivalents,
extensions, variations, deviations, etc., of those described herein) will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such alternatives fall within the scope and spirit of the invention.

[00180] The breadth and scope of the present invention should not be limited by any of the above-described exemplary embodiments, but should be defined only in accordance with the following claims and their equivalents.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for establishing an incident communications network that enables interoperable communications among communications resources controlled by multiple parties during an incident, wherein each communication resource is controlled by an administrator within an organization or an individual, comprising:

   - an incident controller;
   - a communications resource database coupled to the incident controller that stores communications resources information; and
   - a marshalling rules module coupled to the incident controller that stores a set of rules, wherein a marshaling rule identifies how to select communications resources to be marshaled into the incident communications network based on an incident trigger,

   wherein the incident controller is configured upon receipt of an incident trigger to establish the incident communications network by obtaining a marshalling rule based on the received incident trigger from the marshalling rules module and marshalling communications resources based on the marshalling rule accessed from the marshalling rules module.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the communications resources information includes for each communications resources a unique resource identifier, a unique combination of identifiers, a resource type, an organization, a jurisdiction, an administrator, a geographic location indicator, a time-proximity indicator, wherein the time-proximity indicator indicates the time needed for a communications resource to be located to the incident area, a status and/or alternative means to communicate with the communications resource or administrator controlling the communications resource.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein a rule within the set of marshalling rules includes the geographical proximity and/or time proximity to the incident in which communications resources should be marshalled.
4. The system of claim 1, wherein a rule with the set of marshalling rules includes as a factor an importance of a communications resource to be marshalled into the incident communications network.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein a rule specifies whether communications resources should be marshalled into or removed from the incident communications network as incident conditions evolve.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the marshalling rules module further comprises one or more algorithms that dynamically generate the communications resources that should be marshalled into the incident communications network based upon incident conditions.

7. The system of claim 1, further comprising an incident detection module coupled to the incident controller, wherein the incident detection module is configured to receive and analyze information sources to determine incident triggers.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein the information sources include traffic reports, transportation reports, police reports, fire reports, missing person reports, security alarms, national weather service alerts, 911 call information, gunshot alerts, video surveillance video streams, video analytics system reports, communications resources alert messages, law enforcement and public safety intelligence reports, damage assessment reports, medical assessment and capacity reports, equipment availability status, public danger alerts, Internet social media feeds, RFID sensors alerts, and geographic location or position reports, hazardous material reports, border or trip sensor reports, environmental monitor reports, mechanical or electromechanical system status reports, human and/or machine based pattern recognition or detection system reports, keyword or concept mined reports derived from other source documents or data, personnel life support systems reports and physiological sensor reports.
9. The system of claim 1, further comprising a resource tracking module coupled to the resource database for tracking the availability of communication resources.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the resource tracking module transmits requests to communication resources to confirm availability of communication resources.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the frequency of requests are based on the relative importance of the communications resources.

12. The system of claim 9, wherein the resource tracking module receives status messages from communications resources, wherein the status messages provide an availability of the communications resource.

13. The system of claim 9, wherein the resource tracking module is configured to generate alerts when a specified communications resource is unavailable.

14. The system of claim 9, wherein the resource tracking module is configured to marshal communications resources in order of priority and/or availability, in substitution of an initially specified communications resource or other substitute communications resources when a substitute communications resource is unavailable.

15. The system of claim 1, further comprising a multivariate set of marshalling rules, wherein communications resources may be marshaled based upon an identify, geographic proximity or other logical relation of communications resources to other available communications resources marshaled into the incident communications network.
16. The system of claim 15, wherein the multivariate set of marshalling rules include marshalling video resources in proximity to a location of a chemical, biological, radiological or nuclear sensor generating alert.

17. The system of claim 1, further comprising a marshalling heuristic analysis module coupled to the marshalling rules module, wherein the marshalling heuristic analysis module monitors incident communications network interactions to heuristically improve marshalling rules.

18. The system of claim 17, wherein the marshalling heuristic analysis module is configured to enable parties that participated in the incident communications network to rate the value of the communications resources within the incident communications network.

19. The system of claim 17, wherein the marshalling heuristic analysis module generates an activity, rating and/or performance metrics for each communications resource involved in the incident communications network.

20. The system of claim 19, wherein the marshalling heuristic analysis module modifies one or more marshalling rules based on the activity and performance metrics.

21. The system of claim 1, further comprising a graphical user interface coupled to the incident controller.

22. The system of claim 21, wherein the graphical user interface is configured to display an incident geographical map around the location of an incident that identifies the location and availability of communications resources.
23. The system of claim 22, wherein upon receiving a request for information about a communications resource displayed on the incident geographical map, the graphical user interface is configured to display information regarding the communications resources.

24. The system of claim 22, wherein the incident geographical map displays communications resources, which are not part of the incident communications network, and organizes the communications resources into groupings based on common characteristics.

25. The system of claim 24, wherein the groupings are based on type, organization, location, and/or jurisdiction.

26. The system of claim 24, wherein the incident controller invites or removes communications resources from the incident communications network based on inputs received through the graphical user interface.

27. A method for establishing an incident communications network that enables interoperable communications among communications resources controlled by multiple parties during an incident, wherein each communications resource is controlled by an administrator within an organization or an individual, comprising:
   determining an incident trigger;
   determining communications resources to be marshalled into the incident communications network based on the incident trigger; and
   establishing the incident communications network among the communications resources to be marshalled into the incident communications network.

28. The method of claim 27, further comprising receiving incident information and analyzing the incident information to determine the incident trigger.

29. The method of claim 27, further comprising:
tracking communications resource activity;
  rating communications resources contributions to the incident communications network; and
  modifying one or more rules to determine communications resources that should be marshalled into future incident communications networks.

30. The method of claim 27, further comprising registering communications resources within a communications resources database.

31. The method of claim 30, further comprising assigning privilege defaults to communications resource that control access to communications resources within the incident communications network.

32. The method of claim 30, farther comprising monitoring communications resources to determine communications resource status and location.

33. The method of claim 32, further comprising receiving status and location information from mobile communications resources.

34. The method of claim 27, further comprising notifying communications resources using alternative communications means when a communications resource is not available through a primary communications means.

35. The method of claim 27, further comprising upon determining an incident trigger displaying a geographical display of communications resources within a specified geographical area around the incident.

36. The method of claim 35, further comprising displaying whether each of the communications resources will be marshalled into the incident communications network.
37. The method of claim 35, further comprising displaying a type of each communications resource displayed on the geographical display.

38. The method of claim 27, wherein determining an incident trigger includes analyzing received information sources to determine the incident trigger.

39. The method of claim 38, wherein the information sources information sources include traffic reports, transportation reports, police reports, fire reports, missing person reports, security alarms, national weather service alerts, 911 call information, gunshot alerts, video surveillance video streams, video analytics system reports, communications resources alert messages, law enforcement and public safety intelligence reports, damage assessment reports, medical assessment and capacity reports, equipment availability status, public danger alerts, Internet social media feeds, RFID sensors alerts, and geographic location or position reports, hazardous material reports, border or trip sensor reports, environmental monitor reports, mechanical or electromechanical system status reports, human and/or machine based pattern recognition or detection system reports, keyword or concept mined reports derived from other source documents or data, personnel life support systems reports and physiological sensor reports.

40. The method of claim 38, further comprising creating sessions within the incident communications network based upon the classification status of the information source and a security classification of administrators and communications resources.

41. The method of claim 40, further comprising displaying the security level of each communications resource and administrator.
42. The method of claim 40, further comprising controlling communications to administrators or communications resources based on security level.

43. The method of claim 40, wherein establishing the incident communications network includes:

   establishing an incident identifier associated with the incident;

   transmitting an electronic message to invite one or more individuals and one or more administrators to be electronically coupled to the incident communications network, wherein an administrator controls a set of communication resources within an organization and an individual controls a personal communications resource;

   establishing communications among individuals and administrators that accept the invitation to be electronically coupled to the incident communications network;

   establishing communications among communications resources controlled by administrators and individuals that accept the invitation to be electronically coupled to the incident communications network, wherein communications among administrators, individuals and communications resources are exchanged on one or more communications channels associated with the incident identifier; and

   granting communication rights to communications resources, wherein the rights granted for a communications resource are determined by an administrator that controls the communications resource or by communications rights stored in a database, wherein an administrator retains control of communications resources that were under the control of the administrator prior to the start of the incident, wherein control is the ability to determine the capabilities of the communications resource that are made available to other organizations within the incident communications network.
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